Both pleiotropic connectivity and mutational correlations can restrict the divergence of traits under directional selection, but it is unknown which is more important in trait evolution. In order to address this question, we create a model that permits within-population variation in both pleiotropic connectivity and mutational correlation, and compare their relative importance to trait evolution. Specifically, we developed an individual-based, stochastic model where mutations can affect whether a locus affects a trait and the extent of mutational correlations in a population, under the corridor selection model (some traits under directional selection and others under stabilizing selection). We find that traits can diverge whether there is evolution in pleiotropic connectivity or mutational correlation but when both can evolve then evolution in pleiotropic connectivity is more likely to allow for divergence to occur. The most common genotype found in this case is characterized by having one locus that maintains connectivity to all traits and another that loses connectivity to the traits under stabilizing selection (subfunctionalization). This genotype is favoured because it allows the subfunctionalized locus to accumulate greater effect size alleles, contributing to increasingly divergent trait values in the traits under directional selection without changing the trait values of the other traits (genetic modularization). These results provide evidence that partial subfunctionalization of pleiotropic loci may be a common mechanism of trait divergence under regimes of corridor selection.
Wagner, 1997; Kenney-Hunt et al., 2008; Smith, 2016) . The pleiotropic effect on constraints comes in two forms: a multi-trait genic effect or a multi-trait 27 mutational effect (Stern, 2000) . A multi-trait genic effect is when a gene 28 product (e.g. enzyme, transcription factor, etc.) has an effect on more than 29 one trait by having multiple substrates or binding sites. This may constrain 30 the evolution of separate traits (even without creating genetic correlations 31 (Wagner, 1989 ; Baatz and Wagner, 1997)) because the overall fitness effect 32 of a mutation beneficial for one trait will have a larger deleterious effect pro- in the same direction favoured alleles that increased the correlations between 54 traits. Whereas, when there was directional selection on one trait and sta-55 at a rate given by the pleiotropic mutation rate (µ pleio ), which determined whether a trait-specific allelic effect of a locus was added to a trait value in Figure 1 : Pictorial representation of simulation model. A -Genetic architecture with an example of allelic values (genotype) of 2 loci, trait values (phenotype) of 4 traits, and the pleiotropic connectivity between them. Here, Trait 1 (and Trait 4) has a value of 2 determined by the sum of allelic values connected to it from Locus 1 (0.5 + 0.5) and Locus 2 (0.5 + 0.5). Traits 2 and 3 have the same value of 1.5 but for different reasons. For Trait 2, both alleles of Locus 1 have a value of 0.25 and both alleles of Locus 2 have a value of 0.5 (0.25+0.25+0.5+0.5=1.5), whereas for Trait 3 both alleles of Locus 1 are connected to it but only one allele of Locus 2 (0.5+0.5+0.5+0=1.5). B -An example of the creation of the mutation matrix (M-matrix) used for random sampling multivariate mutational effects with 6 loci representing each pairwise combination between 4 traits in an individual. Each locus has 2 alleles whose values represent correlations in mutational effects between traits that are averaged together and combined with the averages of the other mutational correlation loci into the off-diagonal elements of the M-matrix.
and Ω is the selection variance-covariance matrix (n×n, for n traits) describ-115 ing the multivariate Gaussian selection surface. The Ω matrix was set as a 116 diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ω 2 = 5 (strength of selection scales 117 inversely with ω 2 ), and off-diagonal elements set for modular correlational se-118 lection with no correlation between modules (ρ ω13 = ρ ω14 = ρ ω23 = ρ ω24 = 0) 119 and strong correlation within modules (ρ ω12 = ρ ω34 = 0.9). Divergent di-120 rectional selection proceeded by maintaining static optimal trait values for 121 traits 3 and 4 (θ 3 = θ 4 = 2) and increasing the optimal trait values for traits In order to compare the differential effects of evolving pleiotropic connec-125 tions and evolving mutational correlations on trait divergence, nine different simulations were run with all combinations of three different rates of muta-127 tion in pleiotropic connections and mutational correlations (µ pleio and µ mutcor 128 = 0, 0.001 or 0.01) representing no evolution, and mutation rates below, at 129 and above the allelic mutation rate (µ = 0.001), respectively. Simulations 130 were also run with initial mutational correlations between all pairs set to 0 131 (ρ µ = 0) to compare highly constrained genetic architecture to ones with no 132 constraints in the direction of mutational effects. vergence increases as mutation rates in genetic architecture increases, which 155 leads to higher average populations fitness values by generation 5000 ( Figure  3 ). Also by generation 5000, simulations with higher genetic architecture Figure 2: Trait value divergence over 5,000 generations of directional selection on traits 1 and 2 (Module 1) followed by 5,000 generations of stabilizing selection for different combinations of mutation rate in pleiotropic connections (µ pleio ) and mutational correlations (µ mutcor ). Orange -average values of traits 1 and 2; Blue -average values of traits 3 and 4; Black -trait value optima for modules 1 and 2. Shaded regions show standard errors of the mean for 50 replicate simulations. Figure 3 : Average population fitness after 5,000 generations of directional selection on traits 1 and 2 (Module 1) for different combinations of mutation rate in pleiotropic connections (µ pleio ) and mutational correlations (µ mutcor ). All error bars represent standard errors of the mean for 50 replicate simulations. Figure 4 : Genetic correlations between traits after 5,000 generations of directional selection on traits 1 and 2 (Module 1) for different combinations of mutation rate in pleiotropic connections (µ pleio ) and mutational correlations (µ mutcor ). Red -higher genetic correlation. White -no genetic correlation in any one individual.
When the mutation rate for pleiotropic connections (µ pleio ) is zero, muta-187 tional correlation evolution can still lead to divergence but this takes longer, between traits and therefore responses to selection, but as far as we are aware 213 Figure 5 : Average number of traits connected to each locus over 5,000 generations of directional selection on traits 1 and 2 (Module 1) followed by 5,000 generations of stabilizing selection for different combinations of mutation rate in pleiotropic connections (µ pleio ) and mutational correlations (µ mutcor ). Loci are sorted so that locus with higher pleiotropic degree (Locus H) is always shown above and lower pleiotropic degree (Locus L) shown below. Shaded regions show standard errors of the mean for 50 replicate simulations. Figure 6 : Average within and between module mutational correlation over 5,000 generations of directional selection on traits 1 and 2 (Module 1) followed by 5,000 generations of stabilizing selection for different combinations of mutation rate in pleiotropic connections (µ pleio ) and mutational correlations (µ mutcor ). Orange -mutational correlation between traits 1 and 2 (within Module 1); Blue -mutational correlation between traits 3 and 4 (within Module 2); Black -average mutational correlations between traits 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 2 and 3, and 2 and 4 (between Module 1 and 2). Shaded regions show standard errors of the mean for 50 replicate simulations. Figure 7 : Average trait value, fitness, mutational correlation and pleiotropic degree, when all ρ µ are initialized to 0, over 5,000 generations of directional selection on traits 1 and 2 (Module 1) followed by 5,000 generations of stabilizing selection for different combinations of mutation rate in pleiotropic connections (µ pleio ) and mutational correlations (µ mutcor ). For pleiotropic degree, loci are sorted so that locus with higher pleiotropic degree (Locus H) is always shown above and lower pleiotropic degree (Locus L) shown below. Orangetrait 1 and 2 values or mutational correlation between traits 1 and 2 (Module 1); Bluetrait 3 and 4 values or mutational correlation between traits 3 and 4 (Module 2); Black -average mutational correlations between traits 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 2 and 3, and 2 and 4 (between Module 1 and 2). Shaded regions show standard errors of the mean for 50 replicate simulations.
this is the first time both have been allowed to evolve in the same model to look at the relative effects of the two in constraining or facilitating evolu- Figure S2 ).
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Patterns of pleiotropy 253
What explains the emergence of one dominant genotype that has one lo-254 cus losing its connections to traits 3 and 4, and the other locus maintaining 255 full pleiotropy? When mutational correlations are strong, modularization 256 should arise so that mutational effects can increase traits 1 and 2 values 257 without also increasing traits 3 and 4, (especially when stabilizing selection 258 is strong compared to directional selection). Had stabilizing selection been 259 weaker and/or directional selection been much stronger, then more loci af-260 fecting the traits would have increased the proportion of advantageous muta-261 tions allowing for divergence (Hansen, 2003) . For the same reason, we don't 262 observe complete modularization with one locus only connected to traits 1 263 and 2, and the other only connected to traits 3 and 4. With both loci con-264 tributing to traits 1 and 2, there is more mutational input from which larger 265 effects to increase their values may appear, giving support to the idea that and reduced covariation between traits could also exist. In that scenario, 281 modularization may not be associated with trait divergence. In our simu-282 lations there is a glimpse of evolvability less modularity when mutational 283 correlation is initialized to zero and traits are able to diverge following their 284 respective optima closely without a decrease in fitness.
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The results we obtain in this study are also related to work done on the 
